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Learn essential security techniques for designing, developing, and deploying applications for Microsoft Windows and the Web. Visual Basic .NET experts Ed Robinson and Michael Bond introduce critical security concepts using straightforward language and step-by-step examples. You get clear, end-to-end guidance—covering application design, coding techniques, testing methods, and deployment strategies, along with direction on how to help secure the operating system and related infrastructure and services.

Discover how to:

	Use techniques that help secure your application architecture
	Understand the most common vulnerabilities and how to write code to help prevent them
	Implement authentication and authorization techniques in your applications
	Write routines for encryption, input validation, and exception handling
	Add Passport, Forms, and Windows authentication to Microsoft ASP.NET applications
	Perform a security threat analysis and implement countermeasures
	Think like a hacker—and help uncover security holes
	Create a deployment package with security policy updates for your application
	Implement security-enhancing features for the Windows operating system, Microsoft IIS, Microsoft SQL Server, and Microsoft Access databases
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Web Standards Solutions: The Markup and Style Handbook (Pioneering Series)Friends of Ed, 2004
Web Standards are the standard technology specifications enforced by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to make sure that web designers and browser manufacturers are using the same technology syntax. It is important that these implementations are the same throughout the Web, otherwise it becomes a messy proprietary place, and lacks consistency....
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Python Data Analytics: With Pandas, NumPy, and MatplotlibApress, 2018

	Explore the latest Python tools and techniques to help you tackle the world of data acquisition and analysis. You'll review scientific computing with NumPy, visualization with matplotlib, and machine learning with scikit-learn. 

	

	This revision is fully updated with new content on social media data analysis, image...
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Speech Processing and Soft ComputingSpringer, 2011

	Soft Computing (SC) techniques have been recognized nowadays as attractive
	solutions for modeling highly nonlinear or partially defined complex systems
	and processes. These techniques resemble biological processes more closely than
	conventional (more formal) techniques. However, despite its increasing popularity,
	soft computing lacks...
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The Massachusetts General Hospital Guide to Depression: New Treatment Insights and Options (Current Clinical Psychiatry)Springer, 2018

	
		Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is one of the most prevalent psychiatric disorders, with a lifetime prevalence rate of roughly 20%. MDD is a leading cause of disability and premature death worldwide, leads to greater impairment in work functioning than other chronic medical conditions, and has an estimated annual cost of $210 billion...
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Infrared Spectroscopy of Triatomics for Space Observation (Infrared Spectroscope Set)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		This book is dedicated to the application of the different theoretical models described in Volume 1 to identify the near-, mid- and far-infrared spectra of linear and nonlinear triatomic molecules in gaseous phase or subjected to environmental constraints, useful for the study of environmental sciences, planetology and...
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Immunotherapy in 2020: Visions and Trends for Targeting Inflammatory Disease (Ernst Schering Foundation Symposium Proceedings)Springer, 2007

	This volume features contributions from participants of the ESRF symposium on Immunotherapy in 2020â€•Visions and Trends for Targeting Inflammatory Diseases held in Potsdam near Berlin, Germany, in October 2006. The symposium presentations covered the main mechanisms of immunoregulation.
...
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